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Customer Service Record (CSR) Over 10K Report Overview 
 

This report enables the Local Service Provider (LSP) to retrieve unparsed Customer 
Service Records (CSRs) with more than ten thousand (10,000) lines of data, from a 
secured web portal.  This functionality is an extension of the Pre Order CSR process.  The 
CSR over 10K report will only provide a copy of unparsed CSRs regardless if the original 
request was for parsed or unparsed.  This functionality is available regardless if the 
original Pre Order request was electronically submitted or through the VFO WISOR GUI. 
 
The CSR is used to provide the LSP with information that will facilitate the ordering 
process. 

Process 

Requests for a CSR utilizing the Pre Order CSR transaction will get transferred to the web 
portal if the CSR exceeds ten thousand lines of data.  A request for an unparsed CSR that 
exceeds 10,000 lines will return the first 10,000 lines of the CSR but with a unique text 
message at the beginning of the record.  The text message will advise of the size 
limitation and direct the LSP to use the web portal process to retrieve the CSR.  It will 
also include the file name to be used for the retrieval.  The expectation is that the CSR 
will be on the web portal within ten minutes. 
 
A request for parsed CSRs that exceed 10,000 lines will also return this unique text 
message.  No portion of the CSR will be returned, but the unparsed version will be sent 
to the web portal. 
 
The text message will appear as the first line of the MLT field on the Pre Order CSR and 
read “Maximum lines exceeded, please access FTP server1 to retrieve unparsed CSR 
using file name xxxxccyymmddhhmmss.a.csr”.  The file name provided will be unique for 
each CSR request so the LSP must utilize this to access this specific CSR on the web 
portal. 
 
The file naming convention will include the Company Code.ccyymmddhhmmss.a.csr. 
An example would be: ABCD.20030718152040.a.csr 
The LSP will need to utilize this file name to retrieve the CSR from web portal. 
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File Availability 

The CSR over 10K will be available on the Customer Wholesale Portal (CWP) Reports 
Web site for three business days.  If it is not retrieved by that time it will be deleted 
from the portal and a new request will need to be entered. 

Trouble Reporting 

The expectation is that the CSR will be on the web portal and available within ten 
minutes of receipt of the request.  Due to unforeseen network congestion it may be 
longer.  If after 48 hours the CSR is not on the portal, please contact the WHD to 
escalate.  

Establishing Connectivity to the Web Portal 

In order to retrieve CSRs that exceed 10,000 lines LSPs must have access to the 
Customer Wholesale Portal (CWP) Reports. LSPs will access the data via a standard web 
browser to the FairPoint.com Web site using secured HTTPS.  To access the web portal, 
the LSP must obtain a user name and password information from FairPoint using the 
CWP Reports Web site delegated user registration process. 
 
Upon receipt of a User ID and Password the LSP will access the reports by clicking on the 
reports URL.  The user will be asked to login.  After a successful login, the user will be 
presented with the reports available for download.  Only the reports that belong to the 
user’s company will be shown to the end user for download. 

 


